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       I felt like people really do their best work when they're having a really
good time and feel safe to push the envelope and make a jackass out
of themselves. 
~Clark Gregg

I like anything Jennifer Lawrence is in. She's so beautiful. 
~Clark Gregg

I guess what we know about the Avengers is there's a reason why all of
the heroes that we've been meeting, from Thor to Captain America -
everybody - they need to work together. 
~Clark Gregg

Because I'm stern and scolding [the characters] sometimes, I'm sure I'll
get a ton of grief. 
~Clark Gregg

All the PG-13 superhero movies are depriving me of the gore that I
need. 
~Clark Gregg

There's very few people, who really thrive creatively under great stress
and conflict. 
~Clark Gregg

One thing I've learned about the Marvel universe is that it's a little bit
like God... if you want to make him laugh, just make a plan. 
~Clark Gregg

There's a different set of writers and a different director for the films, but
Marvel has turned it into a pretty spectacular job. 
~Clark Gregg

There was a day on the set of Iron Man where I said, "I remember
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some of this stuff. I definitely had some Iron Man books. But,
S.H.I.E.L.D. is a little bit of a weak spot for me." 
~Clark Gregg

I'm not secretly on the board of Marvel. 
~Clark Gregg

I was an 'Ironman' fan. It was in the '70s. I definitely liked comics and
drew a lot of panels on my notebook when I should have been studying
- probably why I ended up in the arts. 
~Clark Gregg

What I love about Coulson is that he manages to do that and he
manages to wrangle the diva superheroes, and really keep a sense of
humor about it. And, you can tell that he really loves his job. 
~Clark Gregg

What I think is incredible about what Marvel has done and with Jon
Favreau I think really maybe helped come up with, is what the template
is. 
~Clark Gregg

I don't think Aaron Sorkin can write a character who isn't really funny. 
~Clark Gregg

Sometimes you can do Shakespeare and you're still not an actor. 
~Clark Gregg

I'd be just another Marvel fan, only with a little bit bigger smile, when I
would get the script and be like, "Oh, my gosh, Agent Coulson knows
that? 
~Clark Gregg

I'm just an actor who happened to love these [Marvel] comics when I
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was a kid, and got to rediscover them. 
~Clark Gregg

The world of Ultimate Spider-Man is funny. I can't imagine a live-action
film where he's Principal Coulson and dealing with some of the pranks
from these guys. 
~Clark Gregg

You can never discount the pleasure of showing up to work with
Scarlett Johansson and now Cobie Smulders. That's just a day that's
easy on your eyes. 
~Clark Gregg

As a fanboy myself, one of the fun things about the gig has been every
time I get a new script, I get to find out more about his day - to-day life
and what goes on and what his relationships are. 
~Clark Gregg

I'm not in Captain America because it takes place in the '40s. Both he
and Bruce Banner are relationships that evolve during this - two more
rock stars that I got to get on stage, ready to play ball. 
~Clark Gregg

I thought there would be more time in my trailer to write during 'Agents
Of S.H.I.E.L.D.,' but I seem to be always flying in a harness and
conquering supervillains instead. 
~Clark Gregg

The technology actually seemed to come at just the right time to make
the Hulk - Mark Ruffalo was really able to play both characters. 
~Clark Gregg

I think about it, and I realize there's been some version of a Batman or
Spiderman or Superman franchise since I was a boy, since before I
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was a boy. 
~Clark Gregg

I had worked in this New York theatre company for my first eight or nine
years out of college, acting and directing there, and I'd begun to write a
little bit. 
~Clark Gregg
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